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ABSTRACT 

A frequency domain pa.ralle1 realization for adaptive IIR 
filtcrs, with real coefficients is presented. It is shown that the 
proposed realization yields fast convergence rates in systems 
identification applications. Simulation examples are included 
that support the good performance of the new realization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Adaptive infinite impulse response (IIR) filters have 
sweral desired features as compared with the finite impulse 
response (FIR) counterpart. These features are: lower 
c~or~tput,atioiial complexity and easy modeling of sharp 
rcwonances. On the other hand, there are a number of 
tlisadva.ntages related to adaptive IIR filtering that have 
prevented them from being widely used for practical purposes. 
'lie main drawbacks are: slow convergence, possible filter 

bility, and error surface with local minima that allows a 
elit,-based algorithm to converge to a minimum that is 

not, global. 

In recent years, a number of research results have been 
published with the objective of turning the IIR adaptive filters 
inore reliable a.nd appealing [ I ]  - [lo]. One specially useful 
realization is the frequency domain parallel form proposed in 
[9]. It uses a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to preprocess 
t,ltc input signal, in order to avoid that the poles of sections 
connected in parallel converge to the same position, in a 
sufficient-order system identification problem. The main 
features of the realization in [9] are the simple stability 
trroiiitoring, since the subfilters in parallel are complex 
first-order sections, the inherent modularity of the parallel 
structure, and the low computational complexity for 
coniputing the gradient. In practice, however, it presents a 
somewhat slow convergence rate. 

I n  this paper, an alternative frequency domain parallel 
rcalizatiou is presented employing a real orthogonal transform, 
a.nd real coefficients second-order sections as subfilters. The 
alternative realization while keeping the good features of the 
c:oniplex structure of [9], presents faster convergence rate. 

11. FREQUENCY DOMAIN PARALLEL STRUCTURE 
WITH REA 1; COEFICIENTS 

The proposed frequency domain adaptive IIR realization is 
illust,rated in Fig. 1. The second-order transfer functions with 
real coefficients Ill;(z) are in a first step realized through a 
direct form structure with transfer function given by: 

k= OJ, ..., L-1 

where aOk(n), a ~ l ~ ( n ) , l ~ O l i ( ~ ~ ) , l ~ l l i ( ~ ~ )  and b2k(n) are adjustable 
rca.1 coefficients. 

The error signal to be minimized in the mean square sense 
is given by: 

L-1 

k = O  
e(.) = d(n) - y(n) = d(n) - C yk(n) (2) 

The ideal transform to perform the preprocessing is the 
Iiarhunen-Loeve Transform (IiLT) that cannot be computed 
in real time. The IiLT yields input signals to the second-rder 
sections xk(n) that are uncorrelated to each other, this would 
lead to simplified adaptive algorithms and fast convergence. If 
the input data can be modeled as a first-rder Gauss-Markov 
process, the discrete cosine transform (DCT) provides a good 
approximation to its IiLT [ l l ] .  Since this model is reasonably 
accurate for most types of input signals employed in adaptive 
system identification applications, the DCT seems to be a 
good choice for the preprocessing transform. 

With the DCT the input signals to the subfilters in Fig. 1, 
are given by: 

L-1 
xo(n) = 5 c x(n-i) 

and 
i =O 

(3) 
L-1 

xk(n) = L, C x(n-i) cos[~k(2i+1)/(2L)] 
1 =n 

A useful recursive frequency domain description of the 
preprocessing is given by: 

(1 -(-1)"z-L) ( l d )  

(1-2cos 7- z-l+ 2-2) 
Xk(Z)+ COST X(Z) (4) 

where k - @if k=O; kO=l if k=1,2, ..., L-1; and r=lrk/(2L). 0- 

The DCT can be efficiently implemented through some 
fast algorithms [13], or by employing eqn. (4) where in this 
case some special care must be taken with the poles on the 
unit circle as in [9] for the DFT. 

Alternatively, the preprocessing transfer functions can be 
expressed as: 

where the t . are the transforin matrix T coefficients, and the 
T~~ are the zeroes of the preprocessing transfer function k. 

kJ 

It should be noted that the gain constants ko, and cos T 

were dropped in eqn. (5)  and will not be considered from now 
on, since they can be absorbed I) the subfilters numerator 
coefficients bok("), blk(n) and hzk[n). 

The overall transfer function of the real coefficients 
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adaptive filter of Fig. 1 is given by: 

L-1 b ,+b ,z-1+b2kz-2 (l--~-~)(l-(-l)~z-~) 
H(z)=+[ k=O C ( Oh 1-a lh z-1-a1kz-2) (1-2cos(F)z-1+z-2d 

Ok 

L -- - 
L -1 

Suppose that the realization discussed is applied to 
identify a system described by: 

P-1 

r =O 
n ( 1 - ?I< z-l 1 

(7) HD(Z) = I‘ Np-1 
n ( l-@okz-l-@l kz-2) 

k=O 

where K is a gain constant; sol< and alk are the coefficients 
associated with systems poles, pol< and plk; 7, are the zeroes 
of HD(z), and: 

Ok l k  yr#p ,p for r=O ,..., P-1; k=O ,... Np-1 

It can be shown that if the conditions outlined below are 
satisfied, the frequency domain adaptive filter of Fig. 1 can 
identify exactly systems with: 

Np_< L and P< 3L-1. 

The sufficient conditions are: 

i )  The transformation matrix T of the preproccssing is square 
and has linearly independent rows. 
ii) aoi # aoj, and ali # a for i # j ;  aoi and ali are not 
simultaneously zero for all i. 
iii) The zeroes of the preprocessing block do not coincide with 
the systems poles, i.e. T. .  +pol<, T~~ # plk for all i,j and k. 

I j  

‘J 

111. FREQUENCY DOMAIN ADAPTIVE ALGORITHM 

The adaptive algorithm performs computations involving 
the following vectors: 

Coefficients vector: 

o(n) = [$(n),. . .,d;-,(n)lt 
where: 

q n )  = [a01<(”),”,i,(”),bo1~(n),b,k(n),b21<(n)lt 

N 4  = I & ) > .  ’ .>&-l(ll)lt 

Internal data vector: 

where: 

xi (11-m) = xk (n-in) 

+ aOli(n) xi<(ii-ni-I) + alk(ii) xi(n-m-2) 

(8) 

for m = 0, 1, 2, and: 

Y p - P )  = Y&”-P) 

+ aOk(n) Y;(~I-P-~) t alk(n) yi(n-1)-2) 
(9)  

for p = 1, 2. 

The Gauss-Newton algorithm for updating the filter 
coefficients of the frequency domain IIR realization of Fig. 1, 
is shown below. The algorithm includes the updating of the 
matrix P(n)  corresponding to  an estimation of the inverse 
Hessian matris R-l(n), that is obtained through the matrix 
inversion lemma [14]. 

- Initialize with P(0) = 6 I (6>0) ,altd the filter 
coefficients S,(n), 0 5 b L - l  with, the poles at 
convenient stable positions. 

F o r O < k <  L-1 

[ xi;(n) = xk(n)  + uok(n)xi;(n-l) + alk(ii)xi(ii-2) 
I m 

0 ( n t  1) = 0 (11) + a P(n+ 1) 9 (n)  e ( u )  
Stability Test 
Ret urn 

The stability monitoring consists of verifying if each set of 
coefficients aoli(n) and all<(n) are outside the stability 
triangle, i.e. by testing if: 

(1+aOl<(”)-”&)) < 0 

b&)I 2 1 

or 

or 
(l-aok(11)-alk(11)) < 0 
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In the case an instability is detected in a particular 
srction, its denominator coefficients are replaced by: 

for  coniples conjugate poles. 

'rhe overa,ll complexity of the real coefficients frequency 
(1011iaiii adaptive filler is of order L2 (L=N/2, where N number 
ol poles of the real coefficients FDAF). A comparison with the 
rcalization ol' [9] for coinputins each variable of the algorithm 
is suniniarizcd in  Table I. The complexity of y(n) was 
dc~,erniined by assuming a frequency saiiipliiig implementation 
o l  I,hc DCT ,eqn. (4). It should be noted that the filter of [9] 
(:ail niotlel a O [ ~ I  rational transfer function with sufficient 
o rdc l  

IV. SIMULATION COMPARISONS 

111 this section several comparisons between the real 
coofliciciits IIR adaptive filter of Fig. 1 with the complex filter 
01' S11y11li [9] a.re performed. Systems identification experiments 
iisiiig white noise with unit va.riance ,for input ,were chosen in 
t,Iw conipa.risoiis. 

I I I  the fiist esperiment a system [9] with poles at 
0.5 c * j T / ' ,  0.75 ~ * j ? ' / ~ ,  and zeros at 0.9 e*j"/2, z3 = 0.9, ", = 0 (P=a.) .  was idenlified using the realizations mentioned 
;i . \)o~c. In tlic beginning we fised the convergence factor 
( I  = 0.01, varied the gain constant K of the plant in both 

, and nieasured the iiumber of iterations needed to the 
orit.put mean square error (MSE) reach -100 dB. The proposed 
rca.lization was found to  be faster and more insensitive to this 
pii.rariietcr variation. Convergence in this case of optimal K 
was ohtkned in lS00 iteratioils while 2400 iterations was 
rcyuired ill the realization of [9]. 

After t,he optimum convergence factor (the maximum o 
i,lia.b allows convergence without any detected instability) was 
fo i i i i t l  experimentally. In the above example, the optimum o 
for tlic realiza.tion of Fig. 1 was found to be Q = 0.1, where tlie 
corivcrgence was achieved in 450 iterations. On the other hand, 
wit,li ~ l i c  same convergence factor the algorithm of [9] does not 
( I~~c~~casc  the hlSE below -40 dB. 

111 a. second example the following plant with poles close to 
t,lic. unit circle was identified: 

(1 -0.9z-l)(1 + o.slz-2) 
I I  ( z ) =  I< I )  (1 - 1.13z-l+ 0 . 6 4 ~ - ~ ) ( 1  + 0 . 9 0 ~ - ~ +  0.S1z-2) 

(10) 

Iu Fig. 2 it is illustrated the poles trajectories inside the 
u i i i l ,  circle for the proposed realization, with a=0.1 and I< 
rliosc~n such tliai, d (n )  has unit power. 

Fig. :I illustrates the VISE for both structures compared, 
w J i ( w  it, ciui lie observed tlie convergence (MSE lower than 
-100 dB . )  of the new realization in aprosimately 650 
ikriit,ioiis. The rcalization of [9] did not converge for the value 
of (I =0.1, as a consequence the masimum value of cv =0.03 
wi lh  guaranteed convergence was used in Fig. 3 .  

In t,Ii(! esa.mples above the additive noise r(n) was set to 
ZPI'O. A n  a.dditive white noise (uncorrelated with the input 
sigiial) with va.riance -40 dB. was included in the 

identification of eqn. ( lo) ,  and as can be noticed in Fig. 4, the 
reduction of the MSE is as fast as before. 

The same identification was performed with a zero mean, 
unit variance Gaussian noise a t  the input, where the results 
are illustrated in Fig. 5. As can be noted the convergence rate 
was not significantly affected. 

The simulation results show that in general, the 
convergence first occurs for the poles a t  higher frequencies, and 
only after the poles in one of the parallel sections are close to a 
pair of the system's poles, the remaining poles of the adaptive 
filter start converging the system's poles. 
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TABLE I : Computa,tional Complexity 

Algorithm 
variable  

16N + 6 

8N 2N 

63N2+ 33N I (125/S)N2+(25/S)N+1 I 

-0 .1 -1iid ' -o:66 -ita ' i a a  o:66 ' i i i o  

Fig,  2 : Ldaptive filter poles trajectories, 

- 
Figure 1 - Real coefficients frequency domain adaptive filter 

,,,,.,l Filter of I91 (step size : 883) 

Fig. 3 : Square error. 

Fig, 51 Square error with gaussian noise at the input,  
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